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Supplementary Figure A1 | T e statistics across different temporal and spatial scales of T e sampling. T e mean (a-d), median daily maximum (e-h)
, maximum (i-l) and minimum (m-p) obtained using T e data sampled during increasing temporal extents of data collection (from 5 minutes to 5 years, a, e, i and m), at increasingly coarse temporal resolutions (from every 5 minutes to every 5 years, b, f, j and n), and with increasing numbers of models deployed across space (1 to 28), selected either randomly (c, g, k and o) or ensuring representation of diverse micro-climates (d, h, l and p). For each sub-sampling option, the graphs show the median (full circles) and the inter-quartile range (vertical segments) of 1000 iterations. Underestimates of T e relative to the original data (open circles and horizontal dotted black lines) fall in the blue-shaded area whereas overestimates fall in the orange-shaded area.
Supplementary Figure A2 | Comparison of Safety Margin estimates using different conventional statistics.
Safety Margin estimates were obtained using T e data sampled with different temporal extents (a) or resolutions (b), and with different numbers of models deployed in space, selected randomly (c) or ensuring representation of diverse micro-climates (d), and using either the median daily maximum T e (black) or the mean T e (grey). For each sub-sampling option, the graphs show the median (full circles) and the inter-quartile range (vertical segments) of 1000 iterations. In comparison to the full data (open circles and horizontal dotted black lines), Safety Margin values under-estimating vulnerability to warming fall above the horizontal black (median daily maximum T e ) or grey (mean T e ) dotted lines. we show the median of 1000 bootstraps (solid orange lines) bounded by the 25th and 75th quantiles (orange shaded areas).
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Supplementary Figure A11 | Alternative vulnerability index estimates across different temporal and spatial scales of T e sampling. Alternative Safety Margin (a-d),
Habitat Quality (e-h) and Hours of Restriction (i-l) estimates were obtained using T e data sampled during increasing temporal extents of data collection (from 5 minutes to 5 years, a, e and i), at increasingly coarser temporal resolutions (from every 5 minutes to every 5 years, b, f and j), and with increasing numbers of models deployed across space (1 to 28), selected either randomly (c, g and k) or ensuring representation of diverse micro-climates (d, h and l). Safety Margin estimates were based on median daily maximum T e whereas Habitat Quality and Hours of Restriction were based on mean T e .For each sub-sampling option, we show the median (full circles) and inter-quartile range (vertical segments) of 1000 iterations. Under-estimates of vulnerability to warming, relative to the full data (open circles and horizontal dotted black lines), fall in the blue-shaded area whereas over-estimates fall in the orange-shaded area.
Supplementary Tables
Supplementary Table A1 | Description of the physical models deployed to measure T e in the study area 
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